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Overview

The main enhancements for DataFlux Data Management Studio 2.4 include the following:

- new Loqate node for international address verification and geocoding.
- new JMS nodes for Java Message Service processing.
- The Java Plugin node is now production.
- improved clustering and sorting.

New Loqate Node for International Address Verification and Geocoding

The new Loqate node enables you to use Loqate global address verification and geocoding technology in a data job. For more information, see the Loqate node topic in the help.

New JMS Nodes for Java Message Service Processing

The Java Message Service (JMS) is a Java API that enables applications to create, send, receive, and read messages. It defines a common set of interfaces that enable programs written in the Java programming language to communicate with other messaging implementations. For example, a JMS message queue could be used to exchange information between applications from multiple vendors. As long as the vendor applications support JMS message queues, then they can all communicate with each other.

Data Management Studio has four new job nodes that can read from and write to a Java Message Service. For more information, see the Overview of JMS Nodes topic in the help.

Java Plugin Node Is Now Production

The Java Plugin node, which was experimental, is now production. You can use this node to run a Java program in the context of a data job. For an example of how this node can be used, see the Running a Java Program in a Data Job topic in the help.

Improved Clustering and Sorting

The performance of the Data Sort node for data jobs was enhanced. The cluster engine was also enhanced. As a result, the following nodes should see performance gains: the Cluster data job node, the Cluster Update data job node, the Frequency Distribution data job node, and Frequency Distribution within a profile.

The main enhancements for DataFlux Data Management Studio 2.3 include the following:

- new Address Verification (World 2) node for verifying international addresses in data jobs.
- new Execute Business Rule node for executing business rules in data jobs.
- new Execute Custom Metric node for applying custom metrics in data jobs.
- new Document Conversion node for converting documents in the context of data jobs.
- new Domains node and Domain Items node for working with items in a DataFlux Web Studio Reference Data Manager domain.
- new Expression node for adding a DataFlux Expression Engine Language (EEL) expression to a data job.
The Business Rules Manager now enables you to work with items in a DataFlux Web Studio Reference Data Manager domain.

- Master data entity metadata can now be shared between the DataFlux Quality Master Data Management Solution (qMDM) 3.1 and Master Data Management Foundation 2.3.
- New ODBC drivers for Sybase IQ and Salesforce.com.

**New Data Job Nodes for 2.3**

You can use the **Address Verification (World 2)** node in a data job to validate, correct, or complete the address format of your input records. The node uses Address Doctor 5 software to process the addresses, so you must install Address Doctor 5 software before you can use this node. For more information about using this node, see the help topic: Working with the Address Verification (World 2) Node.

The **Execute Business Rule** node enables you to select an existing, row-based business rule and apply it to rows of data as they flow through a data job. This node bypasses the need to associate business rules to tasks and associated events to triggered rows. For an example of how to use this node, see the help topic: Using the Execute Business Rule Node.

The **Execute Custom Metric** node enables you to select an existing custom metric and apply it to a set of data in a data job. This node extends the usage of custom metrics beyond group and set rules and data profiling. For an example of how to use this node, see the help topic: Using the Execute Custom Metric Node.

The **Document Conversion** node enables you to work with unstructured data by obtaining UTF-8 encoded text for different document types. In addition to the UTF-8 encoded text, the node can output metadata found in the converted document, such as author, title, and the number of pages. For an example of how to use this node, see the help topic: Converting and Extracting a Document.

The **Domains** node lists Reference Data Manager domains. You can use the List controls in this dialog box to list domains by version and by other attributes. The **Domain Items** node lists the items within one or more Reference Data Manager domains. You can use the List controls in this dialog box to list domains and items by version and by other attributes. For an example of how to use these two nodes, see the help topic: Using Reference Data Manager Domain Items in a Job.

The **Expression** node enables you to add a DataFlux Expression Engine Language (EEL) expression to a data job. For more information about this node, see the help topic for the node. Refer to the *DataFlux Expression Language Reference Guide* for additional information about EEL.

**Other New Features for 2.3**

The Business Rules Manager now enables you to work with items in a DataFlux Web Studio Reference Data Manager domain. For more information, see the help topic for the Expression Builder. The Expression Builder enables you to use pre-built DataFlux expressions to create one or more checks for a business rule.

New ODBC drivers for Sybase IQ and Salesforce.com enable you to access these data sources for profiles, data jobs, and other features in DataFlux Data Management Studio.